ubiquitous learning: determinants impacting learners ubiquitous learning: an agenda for educational transformation ubiquitous learning: the lived experience of students context aware ubiquitous learning environments for peer-to chapter 3: ubiquitous learning, ubiquitous computing, and the future of ubiquitous elearning ubiquitous learning -project muse supporting classroom activities toward the ubiquitous ubiquitous learning -project muse the definition and characteristics of ubiquitous learning ubiquitous learning analytics in the real-world language situational language teaching in ubiquitous learning educational affordances of a ubiquitous learning a context-aware ubiquitous learning environment for ubiquitous learning, ubiquitous computing, and lived ubiquitous learning -hsandc research open access definition, framework and research ubiquitous learning -researchgate ubiquitous learning -parncs ubiquitous learning environment: smart learning platform learning analytics in mobile and ubiquitous learning u-als: a ubiquitous learning environment the comparison of students' satisfaction between ubiquitous learning -researchgate ubiquitous learning environment: an adaptive teaching ubiquitous learning community -asem lll hub developing a context-aware ubiquitous learning system ubiquitous learning, ubiquitous computing, and lived automatic, global and dynamic student modeling in a ubiquitous learning -opssystems ubiquitous learning -elizabeth delacruz ubiquitous learning -andrewdibben acec2012-ubiquitous learning ecology: a framework for ubiquitous learning: an international conference ubiquitous learning -askeasy ist call 4 -fp6-2004-ist-4 logos: knowledge-on-demand for ubiquitous computing in education: a swot analysis by designing an m-learning application for a ubiquitous using context-aware ubiquitous learning to support ubiquitous learning: an international journal -volume 1 towards ubiquitous learning -probos mobile and ubiquitous learning in higher education ubiquitous learning laboratory for pediatric nursing: a ubiquitous learning environment using android mobile ubiquitous learning website: sca?old learners by mobile personalized context-aware ubiquitous learning system for adaptation of learning spaces: supporting ubiquitous leveraging ubiquitous technology for seamless semantic-oriented ubiquitous learning object management educational technology -wikipedia Well, someone can decide by themselves what they want to do and need to do but sometimes, that kind of person will need some ubiquitous learning references. People with open minded will always try to seek for the new things and information from many sources. On the contrary, people with closed mind will always think that they can do it by their principals. So, what kind of person are you?
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